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Abstract
One of the main problems associated with empirical studies of programmers is their
ecological validity. Participants are often asked to work on unfamiliar systems for a short
period of time, using unfamiliar browsing environments. To compound this, they may be
required to perform tasks that are unrepresentative of their daily work. This does not suggest
sloppy empirical design. Ecological validity is extremely difficult to obtain, especially in the
context of formal quantitative experiments where strict controls limit the variability that is
normally associated with work contexts. However, this limitation does call into question the
relevance of the findings for software practitioners.
The research currently being carried out at the University of Limerick aims to address this
difficult ecological-validity issue, specifically in the context of software comprehension
studies. We intend to observe programmers performing their job in their working environment
and to see the tasks they perform. Subsequently, we intend to identify the knowledge they
bring to these tasks and how they use it. Our intention is to perform one-subject studies and to
form partnerships with other researchers allowing them to replicate the studies with a high
degree of confidence in different contexts. This will allow the community to assess the
generality of the findings.
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1. Introduction

Several researchers [Von Mayrhauser and Vans ‘95], [Good ‘99], [O’Brien ‘01] have
described software comprehension as consisting of four core components: the
knowledge base that programmers bring to comprehension, the external
representations available for them to study, the mental model that they form of the
system, and a processing element (See Figure 1). The processing element uses the
external representations available and the knowledge base of the programmer
(including their existing mental model of the system) to expand, refine and correct
their current mental model of the system.
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Fig 1. Elements of Software Comprehension.
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Many researchers have probed the nature of the programmers’ knowledge base. For
example [Brooks ‘83] proposed that programmers’ use domain knowledge, general
knowledge and algorithmic knowledge when developing systems. He suggested that
the job of the maintainer when comprehending a system was to re-build the bridges
that the developer created between these bodies of knowledge. He proposed that this
process was essentially top-down where high-level domain hypotheses were broken
down into lower level hypotheses until they could be matched to the code. This
classification of knowledge types and knowledge use has subsequently been used by
[Von Mayrhauser and Vans ’96, ‘97], to (empirically) characterize the knowledge that
programmers use during code comprehension.
[Gellenbeck and Cook ‘91], [Soloway and Ehrlich ’84], [Wiedenbeck ‘97], [O’Brien
and Buckley ‘01] and [Boehm-Davis et al. ‘96] have all studied the plan structure of
software systems, a plan being a clichéd (possibly de-localized) section of code that
implements a specific functional goal [Rist ‘86]. [Gellenbeck and Cook ‘91],
[Soloway and Ehrlich ‘84] [O’Brien and Buckley ‘01] and [Wiedenbeck ‘97] worked
on identifying how clichéd signals (or beacons) present in code allow the programmer
to hypothesize on the presence of a plan in the code and how they subsequently
attempted to validate these hypotheses. [Boehm-Davis et al. ‘96] and [Rist ‘86] tried
to identify the structure of plans that programmers impose on source code.
[Letovsky ‘86] implicitly, and later [Detienne ‘02] explicitly, suggested that
programmers’ mental models were structured as knowledge schemas. A schema can
be considered a framework, or data structure, which organizes knowledge in memory
[Detienne ‘02]. This framework may be filled with data instances as code is studied.
For example, the programmer may realize that part of the code calculates a person’s
tax-free allowance. This will suggest a schema to the programmer, which is only
partially filled with data, based on their current knowledge. The programmer may
then decide to fill the remaining, empty slots in the data structure by studying the
code. In this instance, for example, they may seek out the variable that holds the
person’s salary or the variable that holds their number of dependents. This structure
seems closely related to the concept of plans as described above.
Other research has concentrated on the processes that programmers perform as they
begin to understand software systems. [Pennington ‘87], for example, proposed that
programmers use abstraction to chunk the system into a lesser number of moremanageable [Miller ‘56] mental blocks. Initially, these blocks reflect the control-block
structure (while loops, for loops, if constructs) of the program. Following the partial
construction of this ‘program model’, the programmer begins to create a more
domain-oriented model of the system, which Pennington refers to as the ‘situation
model’. This model maps the (possibly de-localized) events, data-states and structures
of the source code to the events, states and structures of the real world [Detienne,
‘02].
2. Tying Research to Practice
This research could be a valuable resource for industry. For example, by identifying
the importance of domain knowledge and schemas, there is an implicit assumption
that domain experience would be highly useful when maintaining code. By
highlighting the role that programmers’ knowledge of clichéd plans and beacons play
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in software comprehension, strong guidelines with respect to implementation
standards could be derived [Gellenbeck and Cook ‘91].
2.1. Current Issues
Software practitioners seem reluctant to adopt these findings, and we suggest that part
of the reason for this is the low ecological validity [Thomas and Kellogg ‘89] of the
empirical studies that underpin the findings. Programmers in industry often spend
years maintaining different parts of large software systems. In contrast many of the
empirical studies mentioned here have introduced programmers to unfamiliar software
systems (or segments of software) for a very short period of time 2 . This is typically
done to achieve control over programmers’ familiarity with the system. If familiarity
is held constant, then the relationships between other variables can be assessed with
higher internal validity [Perry et al. ‘97]. However, this restriction means that such
studies cannot hope to assess the growing familiarity that programmers gain with their
individual software systems over time. Instead they can only inform research on
programmers’ initial time with a software system.
Another ecological validity issue that might lower the relevance of empirical findings
for programmers is that of task. Many empirical studies require participants to
perform unrealistic tasks. Programmers, for example, have been asked to recall the
code verbatim [Wiedenbeck ‘97], provide summaries of the code [O Brien and
Buckley ‘01], answer specific questions when the code is taken away [Pennington
‘87], [Ramalingham and Wiedenbeck ‘97] and cluster code segments [Boehm-Davis
et al ‘96]. While these tasks can certainly inform psychologists, and the academic
community, on the underlying mental models and comprehension processes of
participants, we imagine that these tasks are all highly unrepresentative of the tasks
demanded of programmers in their normal working lives. Thus, findings from these
studies will be treated with suspicion by practitioners.
For an illustrative counter-example, consider [Littman et al ‘86]’s study of debugging
which found that several participants actively avoided building up a systematic
understanding of the system when presented with a seemingly localized bug. In fact,
these programmers seemed to avoid large tracts of the system altogether, a finding
replicated by [Buckley ‘02] and [Nanja and Cook ‘87].
2.2. Research Agenda
These issues are not easy to address. If research were to be carried out in naturalistic
working environments, researchers would have limited control over the programmer’s
familiarity with the system, their familiarity with the domain and their task context.
Thus variables could not be as strictly controlled and interference in cause-effect
relationships between dependent and independent variables would be difficult to
discount. However, if empirical research is to have relevance to practitioners, then the
ecological validity issue must be addressed.

2

To our knowledge only two exceptions exist. [O’Brien and Buckley ‘01] allowed programmers study
a medium sized [Von Mayrhauser and Vans ‘95] program from their own company, but the protocol
used did force them to study it using a hard copy. [Von Mayrhauser and Vans ’96, ‘97]’s empirical
work is of a higher ecological validity, allowing programmers to work on their own systems, doing
their own tasks, with their own normal exploration tools in their own environment.
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Initially, industrial partners will be solicited for observational studies. These studies
will report on the tasks performed by programmers and the manner in which they are
performed. From these observations, working hypotheses will be developed as to the
way in which programmers comprehend code and documentation during their work.
These hypotheses will be the basis for one-subject studies [Harrison ‘97] that will be
performed with programmers in their natural working environment, as they work. The
studies will report on whether individual programmers act in a manner that supports
the hypotheses and will allow us to assess the findings from previous, more-formal
quantitative studies in a real-world context.
While we do not rule out quantitative studies [Seamen ‘99], we also intend to gather
quantitative data that can be added to by independent researchers who replicate our
work in different organizations. In order to increase the potential for replication, and
thus build a body of evidence for our hypotheses, we must ensure that our protocol
and analysis methods are open, clear and transparent to other researchers.
We assume a vast heterogeneity in the population of programmers and their work
environment. Such heterogeneity can be useful in assessing the generality of findings
when similarities appear across different programmers in different organizations.
However, we anticipate that often, similarities will not be apparent across these
boundaries, and in order to determine causality, strong characterization mechanisms
for the workplace and for the programmers must be established. This is one of the first
tasks envisaged under this program of work.
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